
 
BOARD MEETING: 02/01/17 

 MINUTES 
 

 

 

TYPE OF MEETING Bi-Weekly Board Meeting {Business} 

FACILITATOR Sadiyah Jamal 

NOTE TAKER Alana Hobson (Volunteer) 

MOOD MINDER Not Assigned (Sadiyah Jamal) 

ATTENDEES Sadiyah Jamal, Zafrin Islam, Michael-Evan Medeiros, Peter Hutton 

REGRETS Gail Jamieson, Esmonde Jamieson, Carly Hunter 

ABSENT Sarah Jama, Jonathon Patterson (On leave) 

OBSERVERS Alana Hobson 

NON-BOARD PARTICIPANTS Angela Ma, Randy Kay, Shelley Porteous, Cecilia Irazuzta 

SPECIAL NOTES Quorum was not met. 
 
 

TOPIC Land/Territory Recognition – Sadiyah and Michael-Evan 

CONCLUSIONS Acknowledgement that we are on traditional Haudenosaunee and Anishinaabe  

territory, protected by the Dish With One Spoon treaty 

 

 

TOPIC Approval of Jan. 18th meeting minutes 

CONCLUSIONS Tabled 

 
 

TOPIC Portfolio Updates 

DISCUSSION Peter: updated regarding CRO portfolio (see emails) 

Shelley and Cecilia: Requesting $300 in excess to $600 allocated for PIG, AGM, and Board 
Nominations advertising to use for campus TV ads 

 Efficacy of Silhouette ads unknown, but costly 

 Want to split ads to ensure information is relayed accurately and efficiently 

 $900 of advertising budget unused for Sil ads (for volunteering) that weren’t sent 
through – this can be used if we decide not to send these through 

Randy: Requesting $100 excess to boost posts on Facebook 

 Statistics come back on boosted posts better than Facebook ads 

 Boosting posts cost around $15 – cost-effective and efficient 

Sadiyah: Recommend multi-faceted promotion for optimal outreach 

CONCLUSION Expand advertising budget for campus TV ads and boosted Facebook posts 
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TOPIC Working group or volunteers’ activity update 

DISCUSSION No updates 

 
 

TOPIC Resource Centre Presentation – Sadiyah, Angela, Michael and Randy 

 Sadiyah presents sketched layouts of room arrangement.  

 How we can remake the space, imagining something more collaborative. Specific vision: a 
space where people can collaborate, work and turn ideas in action.  

 The space aims to do this but the way it is laid out could be improved to make this 
happen.  

 Specifics: Not have clutter, be organized, be interactive and aesthetically pleasing 

 Library: Large library, over 1500 materials of different types. According to statistics, books 
don’t get signed out, not a lot of patronage. Books replaced? Future library = books 
focused around making change, resources that are toolkits, books on successful 
movements, classic books. Some books would stay and some would be needed to be 
bought. Could donate books to mills and The Tower.  

 PHYSICAL SPACE: More modular furniture – movable. Half circle table could be moved to 
the side. Get rid of brown table. Add small storage units on wheels. Book shelves- shorter 
shelves with white boards above. Craft paper mounted roll.  

 Versatile lighting options: instead of small logo on wall, transparent decal with logo and 
mission. Instead of posters, get bulletin board outside the room for posters.  

 Re-Organizing: Move iMac, remove the slow computer. Removing clutter by adding 
storage unit (Cecilia has concerns about this). 

 Total  pprox.. $2500. Some of these items can be done later, not as much of a priority. 

DISCUSSION Peter: Work on the layout design – need to sit in the office to visualize.  

On the library: 

 Might be time to think about more clear definition of utility. Would want to talk more 
about criteria. Use broader mandate than presentation.  

 Cecilia: Need to advertise for the library in order for students/community to know the 
library is there. Touching on collection from previous – would like to see an upgrade as 
opposed to removal.  

 Michael: Book aspect of library. Mills may be good home because they can write up 
description to cue with key words. Goal is to turn resource centre away from taking a 
book, to a place where there is a working space for groups to collaborate.  

 Randy: When people come in and take a book, hard to tell if they will get involved. There 
has also been a loss of books in previous years due to lack of mechanisms to enforce 
returns. Example of WGEN – you go there for specific resources. Organized space for 
working groups because this would increase use of the office supplies and space. Books 
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not the biggest draw to the resource room. Want to deliver more on the mission 
statement. Want to help activists.  

Questions from Cecilia: 

 What is clutter? 
o Angela: Not too much stuff, but stuff taking up space without purpose. Things that 

don’t look like it serves a purpose even though it does (hence storage unit). Space 
could be better utilized.  

 Do we have a viable piece of storage unit? 
o Sadiyah: Existing storage unit behind Cecilia’s desk, with shelves removed ($419). 

 What about current one with buttons/office supplies, etc.? 
o Sadiyah: Either go in the large extra unit or one of the smaller units talked about. 
o Cecilia: Those might not be effective. Need something with larger bins. Goal is to 

make it so things are compartmentalized, not in one big bin. Hesitant to move on to 
changes when the current system hasn’t reached potential. Removing something from 
space that is used for people to use the space. Need OPIRG members to engage 
people to bring them into the resource centre.  

o Sadiyah: About making space more open and approachable. In agreement about 
advertising library – perhaps have a trial period (advertising the library more) to see if 
it makes a difference before moving forward.  

Other points: 

 Cecilia: Need to ask people who work in the office what they think about changes. Need to 
engage with people who are currently there before presenting something. 

 Shelley: Was brought in partway through the process. 

CONCLUSIONS 
Need to complete strategic plan to know what we want from the resource 
centre. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

Email Presentation to Board Sadiyah ASAP 

Consult with staff regarding changes to resource 
centre 

Team ASAP 

 
 

TOPIC Audit 2016 – Cecilia  

DISCUSSION Board reviewed audit online and asked questions for clarification. 

 Calculated 40-70 if everyone is removed or about 40 if cut down significantly. Requires an 
extra $1000.  

 This pot of money is surplus money. Each year that increases, the application increases. It 
is a moving target.  

 Green Roof Project: Could be unallocated money on the balance sheet instead of ear-
marked for specific reason.  
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TOPIC Draft 2017-18 Budget – Cecilia 

DISCUSSION  

 Like to present it, need to approve before April 5th (The AGM) 

 There is on the columns there are subcodes. Category details tell what money is allocated 
towards. Could be 22 thousand students. 6 columns = options as to what they’d like to see 
opt outs. If we could have a recommendation for rest of board members for opt out 
percentage to massage the rest of the budget numbers towards.  
o Assume higher % opt out because of the almost referendum?  
o Could be a bigger fight against OPIRG next year due to SRA. Between 3-5% 600-1000 

students opting out.   
o If we go to higher number- means more surplus. $8000 for surplus moving forward to 

make balanced budget. 5% = 15,500 (1000 students). Talking about $12,000 pulling 
up. More than 3% = serious decisions to make. Is there really a push against OPIRG? 
On paper 3% is reasonably cautious.  

o What if there are online opt-outs? If we estimate 10% refund rate, it’s a lot. Unlikely 
to get online opt-outs for September but a future concern.  

CONCLUSIONS Use 3% opt-out rate. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

Provide feedback regarding budget. Board 02/15/17 

Present finalised budget. Cecilia 03/01/17 
 

 

TOPIC Collaboration Request by Res Life Officer – Cecilia 

DISCUSSION 

Asked to create event called Global Perspectives- collaborate with OPIRG for the 
event. Concerns about vagueness of proposal. Project is interesting, but Res Life 
Officers could be doing this. Indirectly asking for resources/funding? Would need 
someone on the board or direct staff to take this on as an engagement piece. 

CONCLUSIONS Need to meet and discuss with group for clarification. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

Ask Uwais to attend Application for Support meeting. Cecilia ASAP 

 
 

TOPIC Provincial Board Meeting, LSPIRG – Cecilia  

DISCUSSION  At the meeting, a memorandum of understanding between the union and 
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provincial that LSPIRG with become unionized PIRG.  

 It is a new PIRG brought in last October. Need to sign an agreement to not pay staff at 
union rates for Laurier PIRG. Because it is a Class A decision, not only Provincial board, but 
all boards need to make decision.  

 Laurier PIRG developed itself as a PIRG before asking to be affiliated –a.k.a. they don’t 
have the money to afford the rates. Can’t go to referendum to increase fees yet. This 
agreement is their commitment. 

CONCLUSIONS Mobilize Cecilia & Esmonde to make decision on the Board’s behalf. 

 

 

TOPIC Work Study Summer Project Proposal – Randy  

DISCUSSION 
No other proposals made except for Making Connections Week Organiser. 
Concerns about being rejected for both proposals. 

CONCLUSIONS 
May as well continue and submit second proposal for Street Tree Project 
Coordinator.  

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

Submit proposal for Street Tree Project Coordinator. Randy ASAP 
 

 

TOPIC Grad Student Support (Cecilia) 

DISCUSSION 

Earlier a grad student came in and presented a poster on mental health/poverty. 
Grad student mental health care removed from their current agreement. They 
are campaigning against it and are requesting OPIRG’s support. 

CUPE has endorsed, GSA has not yet. Gail and Esmonde have already approved endorsement. 

CONCLUSIONS OPIRG will endorse this campaign. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

Tell student OPIRG will endorse this campaign. Cecilia ASAP 
 

 

TOPIC New Webpage progress (Gail) 

DISCUSSION Tabled. 

 

 

TOPIC Working Group governance/structure model (Gail) 

DISCUSSION Tabled. 
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TOPIC Community membership fees (Gail) 

DISCUSSION Tabled. 

 

 

TOPIC In-Camera session 

DISCUSSION Tabled. 

 

 

TOPIC New Business: CUPE Statement of Support – Cecilia  

DISCUSSION 
CUPE unions to put out statement to support OPIRG in wake of SRA. Wanted to 
get statement screened first. 

 This Monday February 6th there is a meeting and OPIRG is an agenda item at the ‘All unions’ 
meeting. Wants to send statement or send a staff member to attend the meeting.  

 Is there a direct need to stir the pot? If a statement is issued, people will know more about 
it.  

 Unions feel they should support another union. If they would like to issue a statement 
towards staff support, not OPIRG support, then board approves of this.  

CONCLUSIONS 
Ask if a staff member can go to the meeting, if not, Cecilia sends decision to 
share statement supporting OPIRG unionized staff. 

 
 

TOPIC New Business: Changing Board Meeting Times – Zafrin   

DISCUSSION 
Current meeting time does not work for too many board members – quorum not 
being met, business being delayed. Recommend setting new time. 

ACTION ITEMS PERSON RESPONSIBLE DEADLINE 

Send out new Doodle Poll to set new meeting time. Zafrin ASAP 
 


